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This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 
Hellenic University. Here goes a summary of the dissertation. 
The main objective of this work is to identify CTI sources that could be used for the 
protection of the Internet of Things (IoT), by identifying CTI that target devices and op-
erating systems that are related to the IoT. This task includes comprehensive knowledge 
about Cyber threat intelligence and evaluation of data feeds of some CTI sources to de-
termine which can provide attributes that can be used for IoT device identification. A 
concept level application that handles searching for IoT devices in a network environ-
ment, fetching of the CPE provided for each device, comparing, verifying, and of course 
presenting all the IoT devices vulnerabilities for your network using a database that han-
dles all of this data as part of a demonstration of the possibilities of such a system. 
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The constant advancement and growth of electronic devices, microcontrollers, computer 
chips, and unquestionably the technological revolution that is fueling in a way all of pre-
vious and many more, have an uttermost effect on mobile and wireless networks but also 
on devices that in previous years we did not even know about. All that have triggered 
multiple challenges for the security of the so-called IoT field, with the attackers getting 
better at exploiting vulnerabilities faster than the researchers, a technology for fighting 
them and securing these kinds of environments is desperately needed. While all numbers 
show a tremendous amount of growth for these family of devices, with forecasts showing 
that they are going to be more than 75 billion Internet of Things (IoT) connected devices 
in use by 2025, [31] now is definitely the time to consider being more open-minded, re-
viewing new types of technologies faster and adjust these systems to new threats. A small 
peak of the devices or sensors that this rapidly increasing in number ecosystem contains 
can be found in Figure 1 right below.  
 
Figure 1: IoT Appliances [32] 
This huge number, combined with multiple security vulnerabilities for each device, raises 
red flags for many security researchers concerns about threats in the Internet of things 
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ecosystem. IoT devices are not just sensors and actuators; nowadays, these devices con-
trol the way we live. The way we interact with things in our environment while helping 
us control our lives with automation systems that every day get smarter and more com-
plicated. All that is more than enough so the security should be the number one concern 
between us and the use of such devices. However, if we are to defend against different 
kind of threads against this kind of devices, first we must recognize what kind of devices 
exist and how many are deployed in our network and then constantly monitor these de-
vices for vulnerabilities and Indicators of compromise (IOC), identifying them uniquely 
and getting the latest feeds from the best Cyber Threat Intelligence sources and Vulnera-
bility databases out there.  
1.1 Problem Statements 
In the light of the concerns mentioned above, the problem statements are the following: 
1. How can we discover and uniquely identify IoT devices? 
2. How can we filter those devices? 
3. Can we identify software or operating system that these devices integrate? 
4. Where can we obtain vulnerability information for these devices? 
5. What are the main challenges for protecting this kind of systems? 
6. Which CTI sources can be used for the protection of these devices? 
7. What kind of CTI sources are needed? 
1.2 Dissertation Outline 
This dissertation presents a proposed solution for the challenge that correlates to protect-
ing IoT devices in the following way: 
• Chapter 1(Introduction) gives a brief description of the scale of the problem as far 
as IoT devices concern and explains the significance of the protection against at-
tacks. Problem statements addressing the surveyed technology are also included 
in this chapter. 
• Chapter 2(Background/Related Work) gives a glimpse of the related surveys re-
cently presented. An overview of Cyber threat intelligence and how the data are 
transitioned from start to finish. Most importantly, the related concepts and tech-
nologies also appear in this chapter 
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• Chapter 3(User and System Requirements) provide additional information about 
the prototype system, detailing procedures and activities that the user or the sys-
tem must be able to achieve; as well as requirements for the system to be able to 
deliver as advocated. 
• Chapter 4(Proposed System) analyzes the vulnerability databases that were con-
sidered to be used in compliance with our system and familiarizes us with the 
terms; CPE, SWID, SCAP and their use or future integration with our system. 
• Chapter 5(Implementation Proof of Concept) describes all the components used 
for building the application and a break down of the actual implementation provid-
ing a better understanding of how it works and of course the functionality that 
delivers. 
• Chapter 6(Discussion and Future Work) recaps problem statement that was pre-
sented in this dissertation, a description of what issues occurred during implemen-
tation, conclusion about my work, accompanied by suggestions for future im-
provements. 
• Chapter7(Conclusions) Finally, this chapter comes up with all of the conclusions 
gathered throughout the process.  
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2 Background/Related Work 
The IoT [2] is an extension of the Internet into the physical world for interaction with 
physical entities from the surroundings. Entities, devices, and services [2] are key con-
cepts within the IoT domain. Besides all the benefits that IoT provides, these devices are 
extremely vulnerable to cyber-attacks for several reasons. Some of them are: the inability 
of most IoT devices to support complex security schemes due to low power and compu-
ting capabilities [2], the communications for the majority of the devices is over wireless 
networks where eavesdropping attacks are also critical, and of course most of this devices 
operate unattended without human supervision. Hence, it is easier for an attacker to gain 
access and of course, this unauthorized access to be identified and eliminated. In this 
section, we are going to discuss briefly some of the related work that has already been 
proposed and what steps they followed to get to the desired outcome but also what did 
they missed that differentiates their work from mine and where my work can be added to 
fit in a supplementary or more complete solution. Furthermore, an introduction to CTI 
and related standards will be presented, so a better understanding of the topic is achieved. 
2.1 Introduction on CTI 
Today's and tomorrow's digital transformation of companies and organizations brings 
them closer to cyberattacks' risk more than ever before. Threat intelligence is the 
knowledge that has been collected wisely from many specialists over the world and of-
fered so you can mitigate, prevent, or even anticipate more and more cyberattacks every 
day. One of the most complete and important quotes that describe cyber threat intelligence 
best is the following one from Gartner. 
"Threat intelligence is evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indi-
cators, implications, and action-oriented advice about an existing or emerging menace or 
hazard to assets." [3]— Gartner 
Cyber threat intelligence is not just raw data produced and shared; there is a process that 




Figure 2:  Intelligence Cycle [34] 
 This process is called the intelligence cycle as seen right above at Figure 2 because of 
new questions and gaps in knowledge being identified during intelligence development; 
they lead to a new collections requirement being set, thus restarting the intelligence cycle. 
This cycle has six parts as said before starting with planning and direction that mainly has 
to do with asking the right questions about a fact, event, or activity and prioritizing based 
on the impact that this threat could be, how closely they adhere to your organization's 
core values and other factors. The second part is the collection of raw data that fulfil the 
requirements of the first part from a variety of sources like network event logs and even 
from a wider approach like open web or dark web. Threat intelligence data mainly are 
lists of IoCs such as virus signatures and IP addresses, MD5 hashes of malware files, etc. 
The third step of the cycle is called processing, and this is where all the sorting of data is 
made creating metadata tags for them and cutting out false positives and negatives. [5] 
The next step is to analyze these data so they can be used to find any potential security 
flaws and of course, to notify the responsible teams using a data format that fulfils the 
first stage requirements. The fifth step of this cycle is the Dissemination, at this step, we 
have a finished product that we must distribute to a variety of intended consumers, so 
threat intelligence is effective. [5] Also, tracking must be done so there is continuity be-
tween intelligence cycles, and learning is not lost. Last but not least is the feedback that 
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closes the intelligence cycle, so in this step, reviewing the final product is made, and we 
determine if the initial questions made in the first step were answered. 
2.2 The Types of Threat Intelligence 
Cyber threat intelligence is often broken down into three categories based on initial re-
quirements, sources of information, and of course, intended audience. Each of these cat-
egories provides a unique role in gathering and demonstrating the data and its relation to 
ongoing initiatives. 
1) Strategic Intelligence. This type of intelligence focuses more on high-level anal-
ysis targeting non-technical audiences like stakeholders, board members, etc.[4] 
It informs decision-makers about broad or long-term issues providing a timely 
warning of threads and an overall picture of trends and motivations affecting the 
threat landscape. [6] Unlike other categories, data in this one come mainly from 
open sources like local and national media, white papers and reports, etc.  
2) Tactical Intelligence. This type of intelligence targets a more technical audience 
and outlines the tactics, techniques, and threat actors' procedures. [4] It helps as-
sess the existing security program, so it is substantial for mitigating risks and at-
tacks by identifying indicators of compromise (IOCs) like unusual traffic, log-in; 
red flags, etc. and giving the change to responders to find and eliminate these 
threats inside a network.[6] It also supports day-to-day operations and events like 
the development of IOCs and signatures, but mainly it asses real-time events, ac-
tivities, and investigations. Tactical threat intelligence is easily created that why 
is typically automated. 
3) Operational intelligence. This type of intelligence helps the defending side to ex-
pose potential risks, guide and support response operations, and be more efficient 
when an issue arises.[6] The main goal here is to answer three main questions, 
who did it, how he did it and what did he do, by examining details from past 
known attacks that have been identified through tactical intel. 
2.3 CTI Related Standards 
When we talk about cyber threat intelligence, many standards are in use, so this kind of 
architecture/system can work and be efficient. Undeniably, creating or getting the infor-
mation that you need is also important but sharing this kind of information in a way that 
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both parties can understand and also be efficient is proven to be more difficult than it 
sounds. Nowadays, there are more than ten semantic/syntactic formats for intelligence 
sharing, and CTI sources don't support all of them. There is diversity in data sharing and 
its format, but nevertheless, there are two major standards that are extremely important 
to be able to exchange and understand threat intelligence data. The need for a sharing 
standard to help improve the prevention and mitigation of cyber-attacks set off these 
standards' creation. Some of the most significant in the Cyber threat intelligence is, Struc-
tured Threat Information eXpression (STIX), Trusted Automated eXchange of Intelli-
gence Information (TAXII) and Open Threat Exchange (OTX). 
2.3.1 Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX) 
STIX, short for Structured Threat Information eXpression, is a standardized language 
developed by MITRE and the OASIS Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) Technical Com-
mittee for describing cyber threat information. [7] Stix is a framework of threat intelli-
gence data that is built to represent structured information about cyber threats.
 
Figure 3: JSON-based example of a STIX 2.1 Campaign object 
Initially, STIX V.1 introduced utilizing an XML Schema and having eight STIX Domain 
Objects only (Observable, Indicator, Incident, TTP, Exploit Target, Course of Action, 
Campaign and Threat Actor). The new version of STIX V2.1 has been evolved a lot since 
then having more than 18 STIX Domain Objects now so the categorization of each piece 
of information with specific attribute would be populated correctly. Chaining multiple 
objects together through relationships, allow for easy or complex representations of CTI. 
STIX 2.1 is also represented in JSON nowadays since XML deprecation to be quickly 
machine-readable.[8] With STIX, all aspects of suspicion, compromise and attribution 
can be represented clearly with objects and descriptive relationships. 
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2.3.2 Trusted Automated eXchange of Intelligence Information 
(TAXII). 
Trusted Automated Exchange of Intelligence Information (TAXII™) is an application 
protocol for exchanging CTI over HTTPS. Based on RESTful API for standardizing the 
way of services and message exchanges, TAXII has a set of requirements for servers and 
clients too. TAXII is designed specifically to support STIX information and defines how 
cyber threat information is going to be shared via services and message exchanges. [9] 
There are two primary services that TAXII offers to support a variety of common sharing 
models. 
1) Collection. In this type of service, a producer hosts a collection of CTI data re-
quested by consumers from a logical repository of CTI objects provided by TAXII 
Server. TAXII Clients and Servers exchange threat information in a request-re-
sponse model as you can see below. A visualized appliance can be seen in Figure 
4, below.  
 
 
Figure 4: TAXII collections service[35] 
2) Channel. This type of service changes the way data is being exchanged. This way 
data can be pushed from producers to many consumers or even consumers can 
receive data from many producers, and even exchange information between 
TAXII clients themselves, and all of this in a publish-subscribe model as seen 
below. All of that maintained by a TAXII Server, as seen in Figure 5 right below. 
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Figure 5: TAXII Channel service[35] 
2.3.3 Open Threat Exchange (OTX) 
OTX is not just another threat sharing model; OTX is important because it provides the 
ability to subscribers of the feed to communicate and interact with peers or threat re-
searchers on emerging threats. AlienVault created OTX as a new way of formal open 
collaboration for technology experts to fight cyber world threats in the first open threat 
intelligence community. It delivers Pulses to the community as a format of sharing infor-
mation about threats to the community; these pulses provide a summary of the threat, a 
view into the software targeted, and the related indicators of compromise (IOC) that can 
be used to detect them.  
Pulses make it easier for an Organization to detect if their environment is exposed to a 
specific threat, or if it's relevant to that specific organization or even who can be behind 
that, and what are the motives, and certainly what is the main target inside the organiza-
tion. All of that can help keep their infrastructure secure. OTX is cloud-hosted, and Its 
automated tools cleanse, aggregate, validate and publish data shared by participants, data 
are validated by OTX platform, and after that, any identifying information about the con-
tributor of the data is removed.[13] In 2015 OTX 2.0 introduced a social network that 
users can take advantage of, so they can share, discuss research security threats, including 
via a real-time threat feed.[12] 
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2.3.4 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposure (CVE) 
The need for protection of computer systems, identification of the vulnerabilities that ex-
ist in them, eliminating them, and understanding as well as managing the risk of the re-
maining vulnerabilities made CVE Editorial Board started with CVE at early 1999's. CVE 
LIST is overseen by the MITRE Corporation with funding from the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency nowadays. CVE definition is a standardized list that enu-
merates and distinguishes between all public vulnerabilities assigning a unique standard 
name to each vulnerability; exists independently of the multiple perspectives that define 
a vulnerability; and is publicly open and sharable, without distribution restrictions.[17] 
CVE entries are brief. They do not include technical data or information about risks, im-
pacts, and fixes. These kinds of details appear in other kinds of databases like NVD, 
CERT/CC etc. CVE ID's provide a reliable way to match a security flaw with a number. 
CVE identifiers are assigned by a CVE Numbering Authority (CNA). At this given time, 
there are more than 144 CNA's representing IT vendors as security companies and re-
search organizations. MITRE can also issue CVEs directly.[18] CVE can come from an-
yone; a vendor, a security researcher or just a user submitting it into the community the 
vulnerability is going to make its cycle through the responsible CAN providing CVE ID 
brief description and includes references. Often, a CVE ID is assigned before a security 
advisory is made public. It is common practice for vendors to keep secrets about security 
flaws until a proper fix of that vulnerability is released. That significantly decreases the 
chances for the attackers to attack and exploit unpatched flaws. 
 
Figure 6: CVE's by Year [33] 
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As you can see in Figure 6 above, CVE's and at the same time, flaws of computer systems 
are significantly getting more and more by the years because of the technology uprising, 
with more than doubling the numbers from past years during 2016 to 2017 and 2018. The 
continuous need to track and identify vulnerabilities every minute of every day brought 
us CVE categorization of threats. Judging by the numbers and the related and similar 
standards, CVE is here to continue its support to the cybersecurity field. 
2.3.5 Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 
CVSS is an open framework for expressing the characteristics and severity of software 
vulnerabilities. CVSS uses three metric groups: Base, Temporal, and Environmental. 
Base metrics provide a score from 0 to 10 that can be modified by scoring the Temporal 
and Environmental metrics. CVSS is a well-suited standard for vulnerability measure-
ment used by industries, organizations, and governments that need accurate and con-
sistent severity scores. The numerical score of CVSS can then be translated into a quali-
tative representation (such as low, medium, high, and critical) to help organizations 
properly assess and prioritize their vulnerability management processes. There are two 
versions of the standard supported by NVD and multiple other systems yet, CVSS v2 and 
the latest one CVSS v3 with a minor change on severity description based on Base Score 
Range as you can see in Figure 7 below.  
 
Figure 7: CVSS v2-v3 Ratings 
2.3.6 Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) 
CWE is a community-developed list of common software and hardware weakness types 
that have security consequences.[23] The so-called "Weaknesses" as seen in Figure 8, can 
also be described as software or hardware implementations, fault, bug, vulnerability or 
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other kinds of error that can lead to a computer system or network being vulnerable to an 
attack. 
 
Figure 8: CWE example of Weaknesses [23] 
The main goal of CWE is to help the developers, architects and designers to understand 
and learn about the most common mistakes before software and hardware are delivered. 
So, the key objective of CWE is to prevent this kind of security vulnerabilities describing 
and discussing weaknesses in a commonly pre-agreed kind of language, checking for 
weaknesses in existing software or hardware products, and preventing software and hard-
ware vulnerabilities before deployment.  
2.4 Related Work 
There are several discussions of general issues that have to do with identifying IoT de-
vices as I am going to mention afterwards but not many mention any specifics or methods 
of identification for IoT devices that can be helpful for their protection using Cyber Threat 
Intelligence. In general, this topic seems to be very popular these days with the rise of 
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IoT devices popularity and 5G of course; solutions are mainly proposed using artificial 
intelligence or neural networks, so identifying such devices is possible. 
CTI sources provide information about existing and emerging threats and vulnerabilities, 
and their reference point is the CVE system that is composed of an overview of the vul-
nerability, Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), Common Platform Enumer-
ation (CPE) Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), etc. A CVE entry can provide in-
formation about a vulnerable product in CPE format that reveals vendor, product name, 
version etc. of a device or software or OS running on a system.[1] Thus, matching a CPE 
name with the device is a very important process that helps easily identify the device 
vulnerabilities and indubitably the device itself. 
Generating CPE names that are correct nowadays is still difficult to automate, instead of 
manually creating CPE names and entries for Internet-connected devices, Sarang Na, 
Taeeun Kim, and Hwankuk Kim [1] proposed a system that automatically generates CPE 
names for Internet-connected devices based on HTTP service banner obtaining infor-
mation of hardware, software, target OS and also installed application. Their average ac-
curacy analysis was 98.9%, the downside of this system though; is that attackers can use 
this also to find vulnerable devices. Their work also lacks the ability to identify and filter 
IoT devices and is more generic as far as collecting data and creating CPE names goes. 
Another proposed system from Genge and Enachescu, called ShoVAT [11] that essen-
tially is based on Shodan API queries for identifying devices generating CPE's and ob-
taining their CVE'S. Due to a limitation of its mechanism for generating CPE's, ShoVAT 
cannot identify several CPE candidates, and it has not a low misidentification ratio either. 
Like the previous one, this proposed system lacks the option of IoT devices manageabil-
ity. There is nowhere a section that refers to IOT devices specifically and how high the 
OS's identification fingerprinting ratio or the related software running in them can be. 
However, my proposed system could fit here and create a system based on this new data-
base that contains only identification information for IoT Devices so filtering and creating 
CPE names only for IoT devices would be easier and more accurate than ever. This way, 
comparing this CPE's and related IOC's to a CTI source feed and matching with the latest 
vulnerabilities could create exceptionally solid protection for these devices. Another in-
teresting software that its primary use is to make comprehensive security testing of an IP 
address is OpenVAS. OpenVAS, originally known as GNessUs, is a software framework 
of several services and tools providing vulnerability scanning and vulnerability manage-
ment.[20] It has four different scan types: Full Scan, Web Server Scan, WordPress Scan 
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and Joomla Scan that are responsible for identifying vulnerabilities. OpenVAS also pro-
vides detailed reporting for risk assessment and remediation and vulnerability Alerts on 
a detected change in a scheduled report. The downside of this software is that for the free 
version, the ability to scan IP addresses is limited to 1 each time, so scanning entire net-
works is not possible. While it provides vulnerabilities and CVSS scores for the recog-
nized devices using a large database (more than 53000 NVT checks) with very good ac-
curacy, the software cannot identify or disassociate IOT or non-IoT devices from a report 
or a scan. Censys [27] is another interesting system based on ZMap and collects infor-
mation for network devices from a collection of 23 protocols. It delivers banner infor-
mation, protocol header and other device information containing also encrypted commu-
nication protocol vulnerabilities. While it lacks the ability to identify OS information, 
Censys uses ZMap module to start a TCP SYN scan to check whether the device IP is 
enabled, or the port is opened. After that ZGrab module comes in place, which is a plug 
application scanner, that has the purpose of performing a handshake for HTTP banner 
grabbing if it gets a valid response from a device. It gathers the data and passes them to 
Censys to extract the relevant fields from the collected banner. Also, it adds the metadata 
as a comment and saves it in a database. This tool additionally cannot identify IoT related 
devices precisely and does not have the ability to construct CPE because of the OS-Fin-
gerprinting limitation. 
It is important to understand that all the previous tools fall into a categorized network 
scan technique to get the information they need, as seen in Figure 9 below the type of 
scan the application decides to implement or use it is based on what type of devices is 
targeting and where these devices are located. 
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Figure 9: Differences between traditional network scanning and internet-wide scanning tech-
niques.[21] 
Some of the unique characteristics of these two different techniques are following up in 
Table 1. The Technologies that use these two different kinds of scan techniques; have the 
same goal: to understand what this network-connected device is all about, and what ser-
vices it has running while also important is to obtain some characteristics of the device 
and if there is something vulnerable about it.  
Table 1:  Characteristic of network/internet-wide scan techniques.[21] 
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3 User and System 
Requirements 
In this chapter, we will discuss and explain the definition of what the system has to be 
able to achieve. Describing what the user does with the system, such as activities that 
users must be able to perform. (User Requirements) Describing Functional, non-func-
tional and additional system requirements. (System Requirements) 
3.1 User Requirements 
Moving on with the program, user must be able to provide the network address of the 
network he wants to scan or the address of the specific device he wants to check for 
vulnerabilities. After that, the user must hit the "magnifying glass" icon so the software 
will start searching the network and obtain the needed information. If a network device is 
found, that has been already detected in the past, and its IoT related the CPE discovered 
for this device will be added to the final list that will be shown to the user later, if the 
device is not IOT related, CPE will not be added to list. If a device is discovered for the 
first time, a pop-up window will be shown, asking user input for identifying if the device 
is IOT related or not. After the user gives his input (YES or NO) for each and every device 
is found that is not in the database, the first windows will be automatically closed, and a 
new window with all the CPE's of all devices is going to be shown. The capability of 
double-clicking to each of them expand it and provide all CVE's and their descriptions to 
a list with the ability to scroll through it.  
The proposed system shall generate a list of all CPE's of the discovered network devices, 
showing the related CVE's for every one of them.  
• User shall have the ability to input the subnet's network address he intends to scan 
or a specific device IP address. 
• User shall have the ability to specify whether a device CPE is IOT related or not 
when it is not found on the database. 
• User should have the ability to see all vulnerabilities of every CPE related to an 
IoT device of his previously specified IP address. 
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3.2 System Requirements (Functional) 
The Functional Requirements Specification details the operations and activities that a 
system must be able to perform. 
• An entry field for providing IP Address must be provided. 
• Entry field only accepts a number and / symbol 
• Entry field must validate for a correct format of IP address. 
• Entry field must be validated for not being blank before we proceed to the next 
activity. 
• If the entry field validation fails, the user must be warned with a pop-up window 
informing him that there was a wrong input at entry field. 
• Clicking the magnifying glass button the request proceeds to the next step of the 
procedure. 
• The system must have a connection with the database before proceeding to the 
next step. 
• The system must be able to obtain all CPE's of the devices that are on the IP range 
that user-specified. 
• The system must check with the database if the CPE's found already exist on the 
database. 
• The system must be able to distinguish CPE's that are found in the database in two 
categories ( IoT or NON-IOT) 
• The system must request user input if a CPE is not found in the database using 
pop-up windows giving him the option to specify if its IOT or NON-IoT. 
• The system must be able to save users response in addition to CPE into the 
database. 
• The system must provide all the CVE's that correspond to the CPE's that are found 
on the network. 
• The system must obtain the latest CVE's for all the CPE's every time using NVD's 
rest API. 
• The system must provide the results to the user to a new window using 
hierarchical tree-view  
• Every CPE must be expanded when the user double click to it. 
• When a CPE expands all its CVE's and their descriptions are shown. 
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• The system must provide the ability to scroll through the window horizontally and 
vertically. 
3.3 System Requirements (Non-Functional) 
• All rest-API HTTP calls made to NVD servers to obtain the information must be 
secured and encrypted using HTTPS. 
• A user must not be able to delete records from the database nor have access to it. 
• The system must complete searching for CPE's and obtain CVE's between 30" 
and 3 minutes tops. 
• The database must be able to answer multiple queries of the software at the same 
time. 
• GUI of the software requires at least a display of 1600x900 resolution for correct 
appearance. 
• The software must be able to work on multiple Operating Systems like MS 
Windows or Linux. 
• For the use of the software, third party application (NMAP) must be installed on 
the system prior to installation. 
• The software must allow users intuitive navigation between CPE's and all their 
CVE's. 
• The software should perform well in low latency conditions show CVE's with the 
smallest delay possible. 
• The database must be able to save more than 1 million CPE records. 
• The user of the software must obtain authorization for network scanning (OS 
fingerprinting) prior to use of the system. 
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4 Proposed System 
During the last several years, we have seen that the growing trend of IoT devices is con-
tinually increasing and together with that vulnerabilities, attacks and compromises grow 
together in a disturbing trend. With attackers innovating much faster than defenders are 
as statistics show cybersecurity field must be more "intelligent" than ever before.  
Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is the next dawn to this field, providing explicitly and in 
timely manner information about indicators of attack and compromise giving the oppor-
tunity to defend as attacks are in progress or even before they even start. Having a system 
that can mitigate or anticipate these kinds of attacks by recognizing IoT devices in a net-
work and providing vulnerability information is something that could be very handful 
especially if it can also consume CTI information that corresponds to these devices and 
serve it in a friendly and understandable manner to the end-user. 
4.1 CTI sources used and how they can help us 
achieve our goal 
In previous chapters, we talked about cyber threat intelligence sources on how intelli-
gence is created, what type of intelligence, and how it is distributed. In our case, the type 
of CTI sources that we will use differs in many ways from the traditional that we de-
scribed before in chapter 2. Our target is to protect IoT devices inside a network, so a 
good place to start for intelligence is Vulnerability Databases. Searching in these data-
bases could help us recognize if there are vulnerabilities or issues in our network related 
to IoT devices. For this dissertation's scope, we will analyze 4 of them covering NVD, 
MITRE, VULDB, and WhiteSource Vulnerability Database to see who can fit our pur-
pose the best for use in the implementation of our concept application.  
4.1.1 National Vulnerability Database (NVD) 
Getting started with the main one and the one that perhaps is the most important among 
them. NVD (National Vulnerability Database) established by the US government in 2005 
and is controlled by NIST, is principally a leading analyzer of vulnerabilities since it is 
not publishing, but only analyzing every CVE published in MITRE's CVE database.[36] 
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One of the main advantages of NVD is that their analysis contains a lot of useful infor-
mation for researchers and cyber threat intelligence engines like information of how the 
vulnerability operates, its CVSS score, impact rating and links to any available patches 
or fixes. NVD today (08/11/20) contains more than 152753 CVE's and its one of the larg-
est ones in the world containing these kinds of data. To understand the size of the infor-
mation that NVD contains, you can see the Table 2 below. 
Table 2: NVD Data 
 
As a fundamental part of the procedure of analyzing all the CVE to uniquely identify the 
products that are vulnerable and affected by any given vulnerability, NVD analysts during 
the analysis process, assign applicability statements consisting of CPE match strings to 
CVEs so there is a correlation with CPEs present in the official CPE Dictionary.[20] With 
that said NVD provides an excellent web service platform that allows agencies, vendors, 
and security researchers to discover and view information about vulnerabilities and vul-
nerable products giving them the power to search using a different kind of attributes[26], 
including CPE, CWE and CVSS. All of that and its open-source nature makes it the best 
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candidate for the use in our application.[26] Like the other vulnerability databases, NVD 
also provides the data using JSON format, as seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 below. 
 
Figure 10: NVD JSON response CVE ID 
 
 
Figure 11: NVD JSON response CVE Description 
4.1.2 MITRE CVE LIST 
MITRE Corporation contains a database with 144300 records of CVE Entries. MITRE is 
responsible for publishing CVE's and not analyzing them deeply. For every CVE entry, 
they hold a short description, a reference list to help distinguish between vulnerabilities, 
assigning CNA and date entry created. Since they do not facilitate a web service or API 
for searching about CVE's although they don't necessarily intend to this database is a very 
reliable way to get some information about your network device vulnerabilities, but the 
lack of data for CVE's makes it incompatible with our project since the intelligence they 
provide it's very limited, and the use of a different service/database is essential. Although 
NVD relies on MITRE CVE list for all its CVE entries, hypothetically MITRE's list could 
have an advantage for bringing vulnerabilities to the end-user faster.  
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4.1.3 Vulnerability Database (VULDB) 
VULDB is also a very comprehensive database and CTI provider with more than 164340 
CVE entries in total, documented on a daily basis since 1970 by their specialists working 
with a crowd-based community. In addition, they are providing analysis of the CVE's and 
a tremendous amount of data for every one of them. Some of the information that they 
provide are CPE, CVE, CVSS, Current risk levels, Exploit price forecasts, Countermeas-
ures, Timeline and Threat Intelligence containing the following sections: Threat type, 
Adversaries, Geopolitics, Economy, Predictions and Remediation. Clearly, there is very 
critical information provided by VULDB, but this is not the best part. The best part is that 
VULDB provides a modest, reliable, and efficient API that allows to initiate queries and 
search about vulnerabilities with many different options. Their API is definitely one of 
the best if not the best in the market providing everything that you need with constant 
evolvement, their data are served in either XML or JSON format to the request, but the 
major drawback here is that they don't provide unlimited access. Clearly, they are target-
ing commercial use of their API although their price tag remains "spicy".   
4.1.4 WhiteSource Vulnerability Database 
WhiteSource Vulnerability Database is another example of a great place to search for 
vulnerabilities. Although WhiteSource is not free and fully open-source, they provide 
something that is called "OPEN SOURCE BAZAAR" that integrates searchable database 
and reports about fixing security vulnerabilities. They also provide a kind of a free appli-
cation for vulnerability scanning to your repositories, but it has a limit of 5 scans per days 
and its specialized to software vulnerabilities only and supports over 200 programming 
languages. WhiteSource accumulates reported vulnerabilities in open source projects 
from a wide range of sources.[24] It incorporates NVD and CVE to get vulnerability in-
formation and centralize it providing information like CVSS score CWE type, etc. for 
every vulnerability. But it is not stopping there since it has a broader spectrum including 
information reported on security advisories like RubyOnRails, RubySec, etc., so they 
have the ability to provide to end-user, vulnerabilities the minute they are reported since 
occasionally many vulnerabilities does not make it to NVD or CVE, or it just takes more 
time for them to be reviewed and published. They focus on providing complete protection 
on open source components and their vulnerabilities, and certainly, they provide vulner-
abilities based on the CVE that you provide to the search engine. Suddenly they lack into 
the provision of an API that can be integrated to other kinds of systems or open-source 
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projects so the utilization of their open-source database and service could be used for 
more than software vulnerabilities. 
4.2 CPE and how is going to be used 
CPE (Common Platform Enumeration) is a structured naming scheme for describing sys-
tems, software, and packages based upon well-formed CPE names (WFNs) and the pro-
cedures for binding and unbinding WFNs to their encodings to and from machine-reada-
ble encodings. CPE items lie on CPE Dictionary that is a pre-agreed list of official CPE 
names and is provided to everyone in XML format. The CPE naming specification has 
three naming methods for representing CPE objects. 
1) WFN (well-formed CPE name), this is an abstract logical construction and is bound 
through procedures defined in CPE Naming Specifications to machine-readable encod-
ings as well as unbinding those encodings back to WFNs. An example is the following 
name representing Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0.6001 Beta: 
wfn:[part="a",vendor="microsoft",product="internet_explorer", 
version="8\.0\.6001",update="beta"]  
2) URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). This scheme is included in CPE 2.3 for backward 
compatibility with CPE 2.2. The URI binding representation of the WFN above is: 
cpe:/a:microsoft:internet_explorer:8.0.6001:beta 
3) Formatted string binding. It has a different syntax than the URI binding and supports 
extra attributes. The representation of the WFN above is: cpe:2.3:a:microsoft:internet_ex-
plorer:8.0.6001:beta:*:*:*:*:*:*  
 
Figure 12: Example of URI CPE Dictionary item 
CPE format contains the following attributes: part, vendor, product, version, update, edi-
tion, language, software edition, target software, target hardware, and other (not all at-
tributes are always present in the CPE record, very often "update", and the following ones 
are omitted from the record). 
In our case, CPE will be extracted from generic CTI information and matched with a 
database containing CPE items related to IoT devices. Using CPE names we can target 
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IoT devices through their Operating system, the software that they are running, or their 
hardware specification, which in our case (IoT) is very helpful and important to us be-
cause of the extremely wide variety of devices and sensors. 
4.3 SWID's and their use 
Software Identification Tags or SWID is published by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) under 
ISO/IEC 19770. SWID classifies a structured metadata format for describing software 
products. The main concept is that it has a structured dataset of elements that is able to 
categorize a software's product version, organizations or even individuals that had a role 
in the production and distribution of the product, information about the artifacts that com-
prise a software product, relationships between software products, and other descriptive 
metadata.[10] SWID's were mainly built with asset management utilities in mind. How-
ever, the uses of such a framework are endless from Detecting unauthorized changes to 
software installations and preventing the installation of unauthorized or corrupted soft-
ware to preventing cyber-attacks to vulnerable software detecting immediately when the 
software is out of date and has vulnerabilities. 
 
Figure 13: Example of SWID Tag 
One of the greatest advantages of SWID is that can help an organization with licensing 
ensuring compliance with licensing terms and conditions and providing automation to the 
continuous monitoring of installed software ensuring control intended for over licensing, 
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under licensing and daily changes of configurations for an unknown number of computers 
in an enterprise environment, inspiring confidence that the distribution chain from the 
software publisher to your organization has not been modified or compromised in any 
way. Additionally, a big problem solver for companies can be the use of SWID to gain 
control over 'Bring-Your-Own-Device' (BYOD) practices. While SWID is a very prom-
ising technology as its adoption ramps up, nowadays yet is not widely used and one of 
the key challenges is to make it widely adopted managing software manufacturers to em-
bed metadata in their software installs. While SCAP v3 specifications consist of the re-
placement of the CPE identifiers with SWID tags bringing a new era in the use of SWID's 
in the near future.  
4.4 The role of SCAP and how it can be utilized for 
solving IoT protection related issues 
SCAP (Security Content Automation Protocol) is a suite of specifications that standard-
ized a procedure by which security software products communicate about software and 
security flaws and security configuration information. [14] Primarily it was created to 
help an organization standardizing an approach such as automatically verifying the pres-
ence of software patches, checking system compliance based on security configuration 
settings, and examining systems for signs of compromise. SCAP is using Extensible Con-
figuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) as a standard way of expressing 
checklist content joint by other specifications such as CPE, CCE, and OVAL to create a 
SCAP-expressed checklist that can be processed by SCAP-validated products.[15] With  
SCAP v2 coming up, major upgrades from SCAP v1 are implemented to this version, 
starting with the deprecation of CPE identifiers and replacing them with SWID tags, soft-
ware installation and configuration processes being monitored and reported as changes to 
that process occur, event-driven reporting will be used in SCAP v2 to provision software 
inventory and vulnerability management.[16] SCAP will also be broadened to integrate 
the use of transport protocols that empower the security and the interoperability of com-
munication to security automation information. As we previously stated, SCAP is using 
a variety of Standards and Components for the system to be functioning effectively, with 
that said a reference to OpenSCAP must be made since its fundamental functions lie on 
SCAP standards and its open-source nature provide factual help with assessment, meas-
urement, and enforcement of security baselines for administrators and auditors too. 
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OpenSCAP has a collection of tools as seen below at Figure 14, delivering different func-
tionality for each one of them, so the whole system has a meaning and provides a produc-
tive flow from the start of the process to the end of it. 
 
Figure 14: OpenSCAP Modules 
Although OpenSCAP can provide information for local network devices such as vulner-
abilities, security policy compliance, etc. Suddenly it's not possible to gather this kind of 
information regarding network devices, that have not installed OpenSCAP. And this is a 
big drawback as far as security for IoT devices goes. The possibility to continuously mon-
itor your computer systems in your infrastructure using OpenSCAP daemon is terrific, 
but most of the IoT devices cannot handle the installation of an agent since they can be 
only, e.g. a camera.[22] With the addition of an agentless network scan module for net-
work devices and the right prediction of CPE or SWID tags like the one that Na S, Kim 
T, Kim H. [1] proposed, a system like this could be an incredible asset for IoT security. 
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5 Implementation / Proof of 
Concept 
In the following chapter, we are going to discuss a holistic approach of the implementa-
tion of the application providing pieces of code and screenshots of the graphical user 
interface interaction as well as experimental results on a testing environment. 
5.1 Various Components and Modules Used 
For the completion of our objective, various third-party and open-source software com-
ponents, as well as libraries and connectors, were used for the implementation of this 
prototype. The application was written using Python 3.9 SDK with backward compatibil-
ity to Python 3.4, and it was built using PyCharm IDE environment throughout the devel-
opment stage. 
5.1.1 NMAP & Python-Nmap Library 
For the discovery of network-connected devices, I chose to use NMAP since it provides, 
in addition, an OS fingerprinting feature that generates possible CPE matches with rela-
tively good accuracy for each device and software based on the HTTP service banner and 
various other techniques. Since I was not able to obtain and utilize a more sophisticated 
system; like the one Sarang Na, Taeeun Kim, and Hwankuk Kim [1] implemented for a 
more effective and accurate CPE generation. The use of Python-Nmap library brought us 
multiple interesting features that are being utilized in our application, as the automation 
of the procedure of scanning entire networks and easily manipulate or parse the results 
provided in JSON format, or the generation of the CPE names for all the available results. 
While this seems like a standalone feature, this library requires the installation of NMAP 
in your system primarily to the use of the application.  
5.1.2 Tkinter GUI toolkit 
For the application to be complete, even for a prototype a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
ought to be created, so the vulnerabilities and all the data that needs to be exhibited have 
a more friendly and familiar way to be presented to the end-user. Although there are many 
windowing toolkits and packages that offer pretty much the same thing, Tkinter package 
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that is a thin object-oriented layer on top of Tcl/Tk windowing toolkit which was an in-
tegral part of Python for a long time is one of the most robust GUI toolkits that you can 
use.[29] Some of Tkinter's biggest benefits are its speed, the integration with Python the 
powerful object-oriented interface to tk GUI toolkit and of course the extensive documen-
tation from multiple sources help you to familiarize with it easier. 
5.1.3 MySQL and MySQL Python connector 
For the implementation of this project, I decided to incorporate the use of MySQL data-
base server as a high performance, scalable and open-source database solution. The se-
lection of this was not random since MySQL is one of the most popular open-source 
databases that it provides comprehensive support for every demand that you may have in 
the development process. Within the database, support can be found for stored proce-
dures, triggers, functions, views, cursors, ANSI-standard SQL, and more.[30] Given the 
fact that the proposed system will have multiple entries daily, speed and scalability were 
two of the factors that drove me to this decision. MySQL Connector for Python is a stand-
ardized database driver provided by MySQL and supports almost all feature provided by 
the latest version of MySQL. Given the fact that is written in pure Python, it eliminates 
the need of installing MySQL client library or any Python modules except the standard 
library. Additionally, one of the biggest advantages is that it allows compression of data 
streams between Python and MySQL database server using protocol compression giving 
us a big advantage in transmissions that require a large amount of data, plus it supports 
connections using TCP/IP socket as well as secure connections using SSL.  
5.2 Implementation of the application 
As previously stated, the development environment that I chose for this application was 
PyCharm IDE, as one of the most up-to-date and advantageous IDE's there are out there 
it provides great support for a developer and his different tools that need to be integrated 
to successfully build an application. The project was created using Git version control 
system for tracking any changes made to the source files, while each update or bug fix to 
any file was done by commentary before pushing to the main branch of the git system. 
All this led to having a nice overview of the timeline of the project as you can see in 
Figure 15 sample of the project's VCS below. 
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Figure 15: GIT Version Control System Sample 
 Setting off with the application development, I decided to have two separate python files 
that contain the classes and the methods that I used. During implementation and for the 
ease of development process, the separation of the GUI related methods and the parsing 
JSON data ones, as well as searching the process of discovering network devices and 
constructing CPE's, had to be into different files essentially. 
5.2.1 Brief Description of Implementation 
 
Following up with Figure 16 right below, as you can see the system does not have a very 
complex philosophy. It has a simple core flow with one big loop for each CPE found and 
constructed, in direct relation with the network devices that were discovered, in addition 
to that, simple functions like querying the database to check if the CPE is already there 
or querying NVD for the available CVE's for each CPE, are completed also using some 
function internal loops for the parsing of data to be possible. The whole application is 
based in the idea of having a very useful and easy to use system that can provide vulner-
ability information of our home IoT devices, by simply pressing a button, so the design 
was made upon that requirement. 
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Figure 16: Application Flow Chart 
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Although for now; this system because of its nature being a prototype works as a 
standalone scheme with a local database, this can be changed at any given point in the 
future providing cloud-based database connectivity solution, supplying the same data to 
every application installation is required to, achieving a centralized system as it should 
be. The use of MySQL was a no brainer decision for this application as scalability would 
be certainly an issue. As you can tell from Figure 17 right below, the database contains a 
table that is pretty much a very simple one with three columns used, and basically, in 
every network or device scan that is being initiated, this database is being queried from 
the application for the validation of the CPE that had been found during the scan and of 
course the insertion of the CPE that is not already included in there with the correct IOT 
status indicator. There is also a unique auto incremental ID there for each and every one 
of the CPE's.  
 
Figure 17: IOTDB MySQL Datatabase SampleJsonParsing.py 
 
This python file was used for the development of the necessary functions and methods 
needed for the utilization of NMAP module and the handling of the queries made using 
REST API calls made to NVD for the acquisition of the vulnerability data in JSON 
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format. The main class that contains all methods implemented for our needs is called 
Nmap Parse, as you can see in Figure 18 below.  
 
Figure 18: JsonParsing.py 
Starting from NmapScanParse method, as stated before, here is where all the "magic" 
happens as far as network scanning and device fingerprinting go. This method requires 
an argument, being the IP address that the user is going to input using the GUI. When its 
called, it scans the network based on the attributes I pre-configured and returns a JSON 
output like the example in Figure 19 below. 
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Figure 19: Sample picture of NMAP output  
After the scan is completed, the JSON output is analyzed, and all the JSON keys that are 
needed are mapped into local variables. The method returns a list of CPE's found during 
the initial scan as well as a list of descriptive names for the related devices. An overview 
of the NmapScanParse method is showed right below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Method NmapScanParse 
Our next method for this class, it's called ParseNVDJson and is responsible for obtaining 
vulnerabilities for each CPE found in our network. It requires a CPE as an argument, and 
it makes a query at National Vulnerability Database (NVD) REST API with that CPE 
obtaining all the corresponded CVE's that are available, Descriptions of the CVE's, and 
CVSS metrics in JSON format as shown below at Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: NVD JSON response example 
Although we only parse and use three of these values, (CVE, DESCRIPTION, CVSS), 
there is the possibility to offer to end-user and utilize much more of this information that 
is provided. This method is pretty simple, and it returns the three values that are parsed 
its time is called. There is also the possibility for some older CVE entries that they do not 
contain CVSS V3 values. Instead, the CVSS V2 is parsed and served to the user as seen 




Figure 22: ParseNVDJson method 
5.2.2 GUI.py 
In contrast with JsonParsing.py, this file contains classes and methods that are mainly 
related to the graphical user interface and the connection with the MySQL database. So 
the first thing that we encounter in this file is the import statements for the various librar-
ies used and the creation of the MySQL database connector as you can see in Figure 23 
underneath. 
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Figure 23: MySQL connector 
Following the creation of the database connector, is the CPE class and its main purpose 
is to use the default _ _init_ _ class method to create the so-called CPE objects that contain 
the CPE value, the corresponding CVE's and their description and also the CVSS V3 
score. The handling of the CPE's and their attributes as objects would be handy when we 
are going to create the tree-view in the last part of the GUI and serve it to the end-user. 
As stated earlier; this method is initializing the attributes of the class as presented in Fig-
ure 24 and is called when an object is meant to be created from the class. 
 
Figure 24: CPE Class 
Next is the class UI that contains initializations of the variables that are used by GUI, and 
multiple other functions that help us to set up the view of the application. First of all, the 
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application is based upon two frames in the Tkinter module, frame1 is used by the startup 
screen and is being initialized since the application startup, as exhibited in Figure 25. 
 
Figure 25: Frame1 (Startup Screen)  
While frame2 focuses on the built of the main window that the user is going to see all the 
vulnerability info, the use of a tree-view widget was utilized for the best compatibility 
used for the items that need to be presented and to be as much user friendly as it can be. 
As you can see below in Figure 26, there is the initialization of the frame and the treeview 
widget module. 
 
Figure 26: Frame 2- initialization 
Next up in the same method, we define the columns that are going to be used as well as 
their characteristics, for the data to be filled in. Additionally, we create tags, that are going 
to be used later for the colour highlight of the CVE's based on the CVSS V3 severity level 
and the titles of each column. 
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Figure 27: Frame2- Columns and tags creation 
And in the end, a loop that handles filling up the tree-view with the data that were previ-
ously parsed by the JSON Parsing class, and implementation of the colouring based on 
their CVSS score. 
 
Figure 28: Frame2- Data insertion loop 
There are also two simple methods but very useful methods implemented in this class, 
the one that is called close_window and is used to destroy the first frame, subsequently 
the second one takes over when the data are parsed by the previous methods, and the 
second one is called provide_address and is responsible of handling the IP address that 
user inserts creating an error message to the user in case he mishandles the textbox, and 
he inputs incorrect data, or if everything is correct it initiates procedure method in a dif-
ferent thread. (Figure 29) 
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Figure 29: Address Provision method  
Next, up is a class called Procedures, and as its name states, it contains a method that 
provides numerous functionalities inside. It requires the IP address as an argument, the 
one that user provides on the main screen in provide_address method, and after that, it is 
calling NmapScanParse method passing the same argument with an error handling added, 
in case of something going wrong during the scan. A message box is also implemented 
for the user to be informed in that case, as presented in Figure 30 right below. 
 
Figure 30: Class Procedures Sample 
This method makes all the necessary actions to check if a CPE is already in the database 
and if it is IOT or not. It also contains all the MySQL statements needed for the CPE's to 
be added in the database; it also provides a message box to the user in case that the CPE 
is not in the database as you can see below at Figure 31, while it uses various other meth-
ods like ParseNVDJson for obtaining the vulnerability information for the CPE and the 
cpe_obj for the creation of the object for each and every CPE that had been identified.  
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Figure 31: Procedures Method Sample 
5.3 Functionality of the Application 
Setting off with the application's functionality, let's explain some essential things of how 
it works, what we want to achieve, and how it will be done. The application is a prototype 
at this stage, of course. However, it was created to be a very user-friendly and uncompli-
cated environment, even for regular home users. Therefore, the information intended for 
the user must be served in an easy-to-understand manner to be able to have a holistic view 
of the vulnerabilities of his IoT devices in his network in only one page. Starting the 
application's main window that the user faces, as seen in Figure 32, contains only two 
elements that can be selected.  First is the Text Box that the user must enter the IP of the 
device he wants to scan, or he can also enter his network address in format, e.g. 
192.168.1.1\24.  
Next to that, the user must press the magnifying glass button so the subroutines in the 
background can start, and the network or device is scanned. 
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Figure 32: Application Main Window 
While the scan is in progress user for every device that is discovered and fingerprinted, 
and that device is never discovered before he must input yes or no to a simple question as 
seen in Figure 33 below. If the answer is yes, the related CPE is added to the database, so 
the program is not going to ask the user again about the same CPE and additionally will 
be added to the list that is going to be presented subsequently to the user in the next 
window as seen in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 33: Pop Up Window 
When the process for all found CPE's and network devices is over, applications main 
window automatically closes, and IoT Related CPE Window is showed up, with the list 
of all CPE's that are found and have vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 34: IoT Related CPE Window 
Double-clicking in every CPE results in a drop-down list of the related CVE's, a CVSS 
v3 score and a description provided by NVD as seen in Figure 35. 
 
 Figure 35: Vulnerability Information 
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6 Discussion and Future Work 
This chapter reflects the project verdicts and discussions about the different 
phases of this dissertation. Furthermore, research problems are recapped for the 
reader's convenience, and a hint for what could be the next steps for my proposed system, 
and how this future work could help upgrade the IoT security field is also given to the 
reader. 
6.1 The Problem Statement 
The prime objective of this dissertation was to address the research problems, as were 
defined earlier in section 1.1. Throughout this whole research study, IoT device identifi-
cation, information gathering and sorting, different approaches and challenges, CTI 
sources identification and applications are studied with reference to the problem state-
ments listed below: 
1. How can we discover and uniquely identify IoT devices? 
2. How can we filter those devices? 
3. Can we identify software or operating system that these devices integrate? 
4. Where can we obtain vulnerability information for these devices? 
5. What are the main challenges for protecting this kind of systems? 
6. Which CTI sources can be used for the protection of these devices? 
7. What kind of CTI sources are needed? 
To effectively address the problem statement, an application is thoroughly designed and 
implemented in this dissertation. The importance of such a system and its potential, as 
well as the current status of this area, is studied and interpreted. CTI sources providing 
vulnerability information and more are also extensively studied as well as pointed out 
their differences the one with another. Many different technologies were introduced and 
analyzed so they could be handy in such a system, while during the study, it has been 
learnt and discussed the far-reaching influence of identification of security vulnerabilities 
towards Internet-connected devices, as well as their constant growth of vulnerabilities. 
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6.2 Challenges during the project 
During the implementation and the research done for this dissertation, a lot of challenges 
had occurred finding relevant research study. While there is too much info about ap-
proaches of how to secure IoT devices, or discovering them, there is a small gap in-be-
tween these two things with not much information regarding an approach of filtering those 
devices and providing information that can also serve vulnerability data for securing them 
to the end-user. Also, since no source code was provided from the relevant research de-
fining a way to identify and construct CPE's of network-connected IoT devices, and im-
provisation was made for the fingerprinting and the construction of CPE's with relevantly 
high success rate. Another challenge was also to find a good and reliable API of a CTI to 
receive vulnerability information and similar data, for the prototype application to be ef-
fective. While this seems to be an easy task, most of the CTI sources does not have search 
queries in their API based on CPE or SWID, so finding a source that could handle such a 
task was difficult after all. Also, the identification of a CTI source that contains vulnera-
bility information with relation to CPE was also an almost impossible task since most of 
the CTI sources does not hold CPE data related to the vulnerabilities or IOC's or any other 
kind of info. 
6.3 Future Work 
This dissertation aims to secure IoT devices that are connected to a home network or a 
generic bigger network also. While the field of identifying them correctly and providing 
vulnerability data is not well established, the extra step of this dissertation would be to 
include Indicators of Compromise (IOC's) inside the applications giving the change to 
the end-user to respond to faster to threads targeting his devices strengthening the pre-
ventive capabilities furthermore. A future improvement would be a back-end implemen-
tation of an API that could provide these data to other contributors of the field and a 
cloud-based database for the application so all the users around the globe could benefit 
from the use of the IoT database correspondence to the related CPE's. Also, a great future 
improvement would be the integration of a better scanning/identification / OS fingerprint-
ing solution like the one Na S, Kim T, Kim H. proposed in their paper. [1] 
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7 Conclusions 
IoT devices seem to take over the inter-connected devices world with most of them taking 
more ground day by day in the industry field, in smart home appliances and governmental 
utilization in power grids, water systems etc. After this whole research made to complete 
this dissertation, it is the author's belief that the Internet of Things and the impact of the 
security of each and every component and device in this ecosystem is getting more sig-
nificant by the day or even the hour is passing by. The system proposed tries to mitigate 
some of the attack vectors by forming a detective control system, informing the end-user 
of the security vulnerabilities detected in his network concerning IoT devices. The tech-
nology used in this project aims to create a more secure environment for the IoT devices 
in a network for an end-user and for now the purpose is that this application can provide 
confidence to have more IoT devices connected to your network with more control over 
their vulnerabilities and security as a broader term. Besides that, many challenges remain 
though, with issues ranging from the percentage of the correctly identifying these IoT 
devices to the preventive controls that can be added possibly in a future state of this ap-
plication.  
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1. import threading   
2. import tkinter   
3. from tkinter import *   
4. from tkinter import messagebox   
5. from PIL import Image, ImageTk   
6. from tkinter import ttk   
7. import mysql.connector   
8. from JsonParsing import NmapParse   
9.    
10. #creating database connector   
11. mydb = mysql.connector.connect(   
12.     host="localhost",   
13.     user="root",   
14.     passwd="root",   
15.     database="cpeiotdb"   
16. )   
17.    
18. mycursor = mydb.cursor()   
19.    
20. #CPE OBJECT   
21. class CPE:   
22.     def __init__(self, name_of_cpe, cve_list, desc_list, cvssv3):   
23.         self.cpe_name = name_of_cpe   
24.         self.cve_col = cve_list   
25.         self.desc_col = desc_list   
26.         self.cvss = cvssv3   
27.    
28.    
29. class UI:   
30.    
31.     #INITIALIZING OBJECTS   
32.     def __init__(self, root):   
33.         self.root = root   
34.         self.root.title("IOT VULNERABILITY SYSTEM")   
35.         self.root.geometry("1600x900+0+0")   
36.         self.root.config(bg="white")   
37.         self.bg = ImageTk.PhotoImage(file="images/main.png")   
38.         bg = Label(self.root, image=self.bg).place(x=1, y=1, relwidth=1, rel-
height=1)   
39.         self.frame1()   
40.    
41.     # Close Frame One   
42.     def destfr1(self):   
43.         self.frame1.destroy()   
44.    
45.     # First Frame   
46.     def frame1(self):   
47.         self.frame1 = Frame(self.root, bg="white")   
48.         self.frame1.place(x=300, y=450, width=1100, height=100)   
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49.         title = Label(self.frame1, text="Please insert network address for de-
vice scan: ", font=("Arial", 20, "bold"),   
50.                       bg="white").place(x=50, y=30)   
51.         self.var_ipentry = StringVar()   
52.         ipentry = En-
try(self.frame1, font=("Arial", 20, "bold"), bg="white", fg="red",   
53.                         textvariable=self.var_ipentry).place(x=680, y=30)   
54.         self.btn_img = ImageTk.PhotoImage(file="images/magnifying-
glass.png")   
55.         btn = Button(self.frame1, image=self.btn_img, bg="blue", cur-
sor="hand2", command=self.provide_address).place(   
56.             x=1010, y=25)   
57.    
58.     # Second Frame   
59.     def frame2(self, des_list):   
60.         self.frame1 = Frame(self.root, bg="#BFBFBF")   
61.         self.frame1.place(x=1, y=1, relwidth=1, relheight=1)   
62.         Label(self.frame1, text="HERE ARE ALL THE IDENTIFIED IOT DEVICES VUL-
NERA-
BILITES!", font=("Arial", 20, "bold"),fg="white", bg='blue4').place(x=400, y=5
0)   
63.         # Using treeview widget   
64.         treev = ttk.Treeview(root, selectmode='browse', show='tree')   
65.    
66.         # Calling pack method w.r.to treeview   
67.         treev.place(x=60, y=150, width=1400, height=530)   
68.            
69.         # Constructing vertical scrollbar   
70.         # with treeview   
71.         verscrlbar = ttk.Scrollbar(root, orient="horizontal", com-
mand=treev.xview )   
72.    
73.         # Calling pack method w.r.to verical   
74.         # scrollbar   
75.         verscrlbar.place(x=500, y=700, width=450)   
76.    
77.         # Configuring treeview   
78.         treev.configure(xscrollcommand=verscrlbar.set)   
79.    
80.         # Defining number of columns   
81.         treev["columns"] = ("1", "2", "3")   
82.         # Defining heading   
83.         treev['show'] = 'tree'   
84.    
85.         # Assigning the width and anchor to  the   
86.         # respective columns   
87.         treev.column("#0", minwidth=0, width=300, stretch=NO, anchor='c')   
88.         treev.column("1", minwidth=0, width=80, stretch=NO, anchor='c')   
89.         treev.column("2", minwidth=0, width=100, stretch=NO, anchor='c')   
90.         treev.column("3", minwidth=0, width=3500, stretch=YES, anchor='w')   
91.    
92.         # Assigning the heading names to the   
93.         # respective columns   
94.         treev.heading("#0", text="CPE")   
95.         treev.heading("2", text="CVE")   
96.         treev.heading("1", text="CVSS V3")   
97.         treev.heading("3", text="DESCRIPTION", anchor='w')   
98.    
99.    
100.         #coloring lines   
101.         treev.tag_configure('Critical', background='red')   
102.         treev.tag_configure('High', background='orange')   
103.         treev.tag_configure('Medium', background='yellow')   
104.         treev.tag_configure('Low', background='green')   
105.    
106.         # Inserting the items and their features to the   
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107.         # columns built   
108.    
109.         for item in des_list:   
110.             id = treev.insert("", 'end', text=(item.cpe_name), val-
ues=("CVSS V3", "CVE", "DESCPTION"))   
111.             for index in range(len(item.cve_col)):   
112.                 cvssitm = item.cvss[index]   
113.                 if cvssitm < 4:   
114.                     treev.insert(id, 'end', text="RESULTS -->", val-
ues=(item.cvss[index], item.cve_col[index], item.desc_col[in-
dex]), tags='Low')   
115.                 elif cvssitm >= 4 and cvssitm < 7:   
116.                     treev.insert(id, 'end',text="RESULTS -->", val-
ues=(item.cvss[index], item.cve_col[index], item.desc_col[index]), tags='Medi-
um')   
117.                 elif cvssitm >= 7 and cvssitm < 9:   
118.                     treev.insert(id, 'end',text="RESULTS -->", val-
ues=(item.cvss[index], item.cve_col[index], item.desc_col[in-
dex]), tags='High')   
119.                 elif cvssitm >= 9:   
120.                     treev.insert(id, 'end',text="RESULTS -->", val-
ues=(item.cvss[index], item.cve_col[index], item.desc_col[index]), tags='Crit-
ical')   
121.    
122.    
123.     #Destroy root window   
124.     def close_window(self):   
125.         root.destroy()   
126.    
127.     # Provide ip address to procedure   
128.     def provide_address(self):   
129.         if self.var_ipentry.get() == "":   
130.             messagebox.showerror("Error! Provide Value", "NETWORK AD-
DRESS CANNOT BE BLANK", parent=self.root)   
131.         else:   
132.             threading.Thread(target=Procedures.procedure(self.var_ip-
entry.get())).start()   
133.    
134.    
135. class Procedures:   
136.    
137.     def procedure(ipaddress):   
138.         rootfr = UI(root)   
139.         ipaddrs = ipaddress   
140.         np = NmapParse()   
141.         try:   
142.             CPEallvalues = np.NmapScanParse(ipaddrs)   
143.         except:   
144.             tkinter.messagebox.showerror("ERROR","THERE WAS AN ERROR TRY-
ING TO SEARCH YOUR NETWORK FOR AVAILABLE DE-
VICES. PLEASE TRY AGAIN OR CHECK YOUR ADDRESS")   
145.             mainloop()   
146.    
147.         cpe_cve_desc = []   
148.    
149.         for i in CPEallvalues:   
150.             cpevl = (i)   
151.             cpevl2 = str(cpevl).replace('[', '(').replace(']', ',)')   
152.             cpevl3 = cpevl2.replace('(\'', '').replace('\',)', '').re-
place(" ", '')   
153.             query = "SELECT cpe FROM cpetbl WHERE cpe LIKE '{}'".for-
mat(cpevl3)   
154.             mycursor.execute(query, cpevl2)   
155.             myresult = mycursor.fetchall()   
156.    
157.    
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158.             if len(myresult) == 0: #CHECK : Not in table   
159.                 result = tkinter.messagebox.askquestion('CPE NOT IN DATA-
BASE', 'IS  %s  RELATED TO AN IOT DEVICE?' %(str(cpevl3)))   
160.                 if result == 'yes':   
161.                     cve, description, cvss = np.ParseNVDJson(cpevl3)   
162.                     cpe_obj = CPE(cpevl3, cve, description, cvss)  # Crea-
tion of object   
163.                     cpe_cve_desc.append(cpe_obj)  # Insertion to list   
164.                     mycursor.execute("INSERT IG-
NORE INTO cpetbl (cpe,iot) VALUES (%s, %s)", (cpevl, 'YES'))   
165.                     mydb.commit()   
166.                 else:   
167.                     mycursor.execute("INSERT IG-
NORE INTO cpetbl (cpe,iot) VALUES (%s, %s)", (cpevl, 'NO'))   
168.                     mydb.commit()   
169.    
170.    
171.             else: #CHECK: CPE IS IN TABLE   
172.                 query2 = "SE-
LECT cpe FROM cpetbl WHERE cpe LIKE '{}' AND iot = 'YES'".format(cpevl3)   
173.                 mycursor.execute(query2, cpevl2)   
174.                 myresult2 = mycursor.fetchall()   
175.                 if len(myresult2) == 0: #IT IS IN TABLE and is NOT iot   
176.                     pass   
177.    
178.                 else: #IT IS IN TABLE AND IS IOT   
179.                     cve, description, cvss = np.ParseNVDJson(cpevl3)   
180.                     cpe_obj = CPE(cpevl3, cve, description, cvss)  # Crea-
tion of object   
181.                     cpe_cve_desc.append(cpe_obj)  # Insertion to list   
182.    
183.    
184.    
185.         rootfr.destfr1()   
186.         rootfr.frame2(cpe_cve_desc)   
187.    
188.    
189. mydb.commit()   
190. root = Tk()   
191. obj = UI(root)   
192. root.mainloop()   
 
JsonParsing.py 
1. import nmap   
2. import json   
3. import requests   
4.    
5.    
6. class NmapParse:   
7.    
8.    
9.     def __init__(self):   
10.         pass   
11.    
12.    
13.     def cvetype(self, rtcve, rtdescription):   
14.         self.rtcve = rtcve   
15.         self.rtdescription = rtdescription   
16.    
17.    
18.    
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19.     def NmapScanParse(self, ipaddrs):   
20.         nm = nmap.PortScanner()   
21.    
22.         nm.scan(ipaddrs, arguments= '-O')   
23.         for host in nm.all_hosts():   
24.             jsondata = nm.analyse_nmap_xml_scan()   
25.             dump = json.dumps(jsondata, indent=4)   
26.             jsondict = json.loads(dump)   
27.    
28.         Scanfor =jsondict['scan']   
29.         scan =jsondict['scan']   
30.         cpefnlist= []   
31.    
32.         for Scanfor in Scanfor:   
33.             hostips = Scanfor   
34.             hostnames = scan[hostips]   
35.             osmatch = hostnames['osmatch']   
36.             osclass = (osmatch[0]['osclass'])   
37.             vendor = osclass[0]['vendor']   
38.             os_class_list = osclass[0]['cpe']   
39.             for cpe in os_class_list:   
40.                 if cpe not in cpefnlist:   
41.                     cpefnlist.append(cpe)   
42.                 else:   
43.                     pass   
44.    
45.         return cpefnlist   
46.    
47.     def ParseNVDJson(self, cpe):   
48.         url = 'https://services.nvd.nist.gov/rest/json/cves/1.0?cpeMatchString
=' + cpe + "&resultsPerPage=50"   
49.         resp = requests.get(url=url)   
50.         data = resp.json()   
51.         results = data['result']   
52.         cveitem = results['CVE_Items']   
53.         description = []   
54.         cve = []   
55.         cvss = []   
56.         for h in cveitem:   
57.             cvekeyval = h['cve']   
58.             impact = h['impact']   
59.             for i in cvekeyval:   
60.              cveid = cvekeyval['CVE_data_meta']   
61.             try:   
62.                 basemetricsv3 = impact['baseMetricV3']   
63.                 cvssv3itm = basemetricsv3['cvssV3']   
64.             except:   
65.                 basemetricsv3 = impact['baseMetricV2']   
66.                 cvssv3itm = basemetricsv3['cvssV2']   
67.             desc = cvekeyval['description']   
68.             descdata = desc['description_data']   
69.             cvss.append(cvssv3itm["baseScore"])   
70.             cve.append(cveid["ID"])   
71.             description.append(descdata[0]["value"])   
72.             #print("cvss !!!!", cvss)   
73.             #print("DESKDATA HERE ****", cveid)   
74.             #print (cve)   
75.         return cve, description , cvss   
76.    
77.             #print("HEEEELP CVE", cve, "HERE IS THE  DESCRIPTION : ", descrip-
tion)   
 
